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Integrating electronics with highly custom 3D designs for the physical fabrication of interactive prototypes is traditionally
cumbersome and requires numerous iterations of manual assembly and debugging. With the new capabilities of 3D printers,
combining electronic design and 3D modeling workfows can lower the barrier for achieving interactive functionality or
iterating on the overall design. We present ModElec—an interactive design tool that enables the coordinated expression of
electronic and physical design intent by allowing designers to integrate 3D-printable circuits with 3D forms. With ModElec,
the user can arrange electronic parts in a 3D body, modify the model design with embedded circuits updated, and preview the
auto-generated 3D traces that can be directly printed with a multi-material-based 3D printer. We demonstrate the potential of
ModElec with four example applications, from a set of game controls to reconfgurable devices. Further, the tool was reported
as easy to use through a preliminary evaluation with eight designers.
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1

INTRODUCTION

3D printers have evolved as personal-scale manufacturing tools to rapidly create physical shapes [2, 4]. Adding
electronic components and circuitry to mechanical designs can turn 3D-printable objects into functional and
interactive devices [22, 31, 32]. To create a successful integration of electronics into a 3D form, designers need
to go through two mostly isolated workfows: 3D modeling and circuit assembly. Circuit assembly awaits the
completion of 3D modeling and fabrication and may take numerous manual steps, including arranging electronic
components and wiring. As a result, there is traditionally a high penalty for making changes to the 3D design
after the circuitry has been added.
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Fig. 1. We introduce ModElec, an interactive design tool that allows designers to coordinate electronics in custom 3D models
for prototyping physical computing devices. The workflow above shows how to integrate two LEDs as eyes into a rat body:
(a) create a rat model in Rhino; (b) arrange electronic parts in the 3D design based on a circuit schematic; (c) manually add
and edit parts that are conductive and 3D printable; (d) inspect the auto-generated trace layout and manually connect the
two 3D printable touch pads to the circuit as a switch; (e) iterate the model and the circuit layout; and finally, (f) 3D print
the internal traces, 3D printable parts, and the plastic body with a multi-material-based 3D printer that supports conductive
3D printing.

Conductive 3D printing has extended the design space of 3D printing interactivity [1] by converting 3D-printed
objects into interactive tangible gadgets [35], speakers [13], and touch sensors [34]. Recently, researchers have
explored novel fabrication techniques to add highly conductive routes to 3D objects for circuit wiring [12, 33, 38,
40, 43, 50]. Combining 3D-printable objects with electronic components and circuitry has been possible with
the advent of these emerging new techniques for conductive 3D printing. These shifts have led to a re-thinking
about what software tools can support the coordination of electronics and 3D models [10] while enabling low
threshold, high ceiling, and wide walls in creative design and making [29]?
To answer this question, our work explores how to integrate the two isolated design workfows and support
designers with the digital fabrication of 3D-printable interactive devices using highly conductive 3D printing.
Recent work has explored approaches for adding external electronic parts and wires to 3D-printed objects,
including assembly-aware tools for the arrangement of commodity electronic modules [5, 7], on-surface circuitry
design [12, 40, 41, 43], embedded in-plane 3D printable circuit traces [26, 38], and 3D printable electronic
components [6, 21, 24, 45]. However, these methods rarely investigate the design and control of non-planar
tracing for an embedded circuit in a 3D form. In this work, we present ModElec, an interactive design tool built in
Rhino, as a case study to examine how software tools support integrated 3D circuit design with novel conductive
3D printing. With ModElec, designers can experiment with diferent 3D circuit layouts while iterating the 3D form
design without fabricating the model and assembling the electronic parts and wires (Figure 1), which are time
consuming and cumbersome. ModElec fully automates the generation of internal electrical connections by using
the entire 3D object volume for routing, which obviates the need of placing traces on the complex exterior surfaces
and reduces the interference caused by accidental user touching in capacitive sensing-based applications. Further,
unique part sockets with snap-ft designs are auto-generated for the ease of post-print electronic components
assembly. We demonstrate the potential of ModElec with four interactive prototypes created with the design tool
and the multi-material testbed printer and validate the usability of the proof-of-concept design tool through a
preliminary user study.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions: (i) an interactive design tool that enables the designer
to iterate a 3D circuit layout in a custom 3D shape and facilitates designers; (ii) four example physical computing
prototypes created with ModElec tool that showcases the benefts of our approach; and (iii) a preliminary user
study that examines the usability of the design tool.
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2

RELATED WORK

We build upon prior work on making interactive 3D-printed objects by embedding electronic components and
conductive routes. Our work also relates to the design tools for adding electronics and circuitry to 3D-printed
objects.

2.1

Interactive 3D-Printed Devices Using Embedded Electronic Parts

Researchers have explored using electronic components and devices to add functionality and interactivity to
3D-printed objects [1, 2]. One way is to incorporate commodity devices that have computation capabilities such
as mobile phones [16–18, 47], sensors [11, 31, 37, 45], and actuators [20, 23, 27, 48] with 3D-printed objects. For
example, Vázquez et al. [42] created a series of 3D-printed pneumatic controls such as buttons and knobs that
detect user force actuation using embedded air pressure sensors. Romeo [19] embeds external electromotors
in a 3D-printed object and converts the 3D model into a transformable robot for augmented functionalities.
Besides computing devices, designers can also quickly create interactive prototypes using easy to use and readily
available electronic modules and components [5, 7, 8]. For example, SurfCuit [40] allows the user to place
electronic components such as resistors and integrated circuits on the exterior surface of a 3D-printed object
and connect them using manually attached conductive traces. MorphSensor Zhu et al. [51] enables designers to
reform plug-and-play sensor modules on 2D shapes into free-form arrangements for the 3D shape of a physical
device. Recently, MorphingCircuit [43] turns a fat substrate where a mix of functional electronic components
and modules are assembled into an interactive and programmed 3D object when triggered by heating. Moreover,
researchers have also explored 3D printable electronic components [6, 9, 13, 28, 35]. For example, microelectronic
components such as capacitors and passive wireless sensors can be 3D printed using fused deposition modeling
technology and a multiple-nozzle printer [46]. While all these approaches have the potential to add computation
and interactivity to 3D-printable designs, coordinating external electronic parts and 3D-printed highly conductive
routes in the iterative design of a 3D model has not yet fully demonstrated. Our work not only supports the 3D
arrangement of electronic parts, including commodity components (e.g., diodes and resistors) and plug-and-play
modules (e.g., microcontrollers), but also provides design aids throughout the iterative 3D design process.

2.2

Fabrication of Circuit Routes for 3D-Printed Objects

To connect electronic parts that are attached to 3D-printed objects, researchers have explored automated and
manual fabrication techniques creating electrical connections in 3D-printed devices [33, 40, 50]. One approach
is to establish conductive traces on the surface of the 3D-printed object [12, 28, 30, 34, 43, 44, 51]. For example,
highly conductive copper tapes are frmly afxed on the surface by melting the surface plastic as traces in
SurfCuit [40]. MorphingCircuit [43] has conductive circuit traces created on a fat 2D substrate surface using silver
screen printing and the traces conform to a programmed 3D shape under heating. Another method is to create
internal channels inside 3D-printed objects for embedded routes [36, 41, 50]. For example, FiberWire [38] deposits
silver epoxy on exposed carbon-fber with plastic substrate to create 3D objects with embedded electrical traces.
CurveBoards [50] creates pin holes such as those for a breadboard on an arbitrary 3D object’s surface for circuit
prototyping and connects those holes by flling conductive silicone compound in interconnected channels inside
the 3D object. These methods do not fully utilize the entire object body for electrical routing due to fabrication
limitations and complexity. Most relevant to our work, Savage et al. [33] used the entire volumetric space of the
3D object to generate internal pipes for connecting electronics. Those internal pipes become conductive after
copper paint is flled in the post-print process. ModElec takes a similar method to generate internal electrical
routes but applies electrical design rules to generated traces for 3D printing. Unlike the free-from and manually
established connections in [33], our design tool automates the generation of 3D circuit traces based on a circuit
schematic while allowing the user to manually add conductive connections in the 3D object.
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Design Tools for Coordinating Electronics with 3D Mechanical Designs

Unlike printed circuit board (PCB) design on a fat sheet in common electronic design automation (EDA) software
such as Eagle1 and Cadence2 , designing circuits in 3D objects has two challenges: (i) arranging electronic parts in
3D is more difcult than planning on a 2D board [5, 27, 30] and (ii) routing the electrical connections in 3D is error
prone due to the geometric constraints [28, 40]. To accommodate external electronics in 3D objects, researchers
have explored placing custom containers that house electronic modules inside a 3D-pritned object [7, 49] or
using sculpt-and-scan approaches to position electronics in fabricated objects [15, 32]. The design tools in such
approaches are used for validating the spatial layout of electronics in the 3D object. For example, Desai et al. [5]
created a computational design tool that optimizes the 3D enclosure based on user input shape to encapsulate
inserted electronic components and devices. PHUI-kit [14] enables the user to drag and drop the digital models
of physical widgets on curved 3D surfaces and the widgets can be re-positioned with implementation details
hidden beneath the surface. These tools only take electronic components as input and the integrated wiring
is not a part of the layout design. In contrast, ModElec allows the user not only to control the placement and
orientation of individual electronic part, but also to plan conductive connections during the digital design phase.
While previous works have developed novel techniques to fabricate highly conductive 3D-printable routes on fat
layers [12, 38, 43, 51], our work adapts the PCB design principles to the 3D domain and extend [33] and [51] by
enabling the control of each integrated electronic part, the adaptation of 3D circuit to 3D model changes, and the
automation of 3D conductive routes complying with the electrical specifcations.

3

FORMATIVE INTERVIEW

To understand the characteristics of the design tool that supports the integration of electronics and 3D-printable
routes in 3D models, we conducted semi-structured interviews with three mechanical designers and two engineers,
who know conductive 3D printing and have experiences in building interactive systems. The interview included
a retrospect of one of their past projects that involved any sort of combining circuits with physical objects and
elaborations on the pain points they faced with during the development of a physical computing system. We also
solicited thoughts and suggestions on the user interface of the design tool.
Based on the interview results, we identifed three key characteristics should be supported by computer-aided
design (CAD) tools for the workfow of combining electronics and 3D forms. First, providing 3D representations
of electronic components with accurate dimensions is critical for the integration. Without knowing the part
dimensions, the user has difculties gauging if electronics can ft in the desired places of the object. The lack
of digital representation of electronic parts may lead to overall mechanical design changes, aesthetic sacrifces,
extra fabrication time, or even extra manual assembly. Second, simplifying the cumbersome and error-prone
wiring process for the circuit assembly. Traditionally, electrical wires are manually added to connect electronic
components in the 3D-printed form, including thoughtful wire planning, extra crafting, and connection testing.
Any failure in these processes may result in non-functional circuitry or modifcations to the 3D form. Interviewees
felt positive about the 3D-printable conductive routes and expected an automated routing mechanism in the design
tool, which can reduce the human efort for wiring and the risk of problematic connections. However, electrical
engineers expressed concerns about the resistivity of the 3D-printed traces and emphasized that certain design
rules should be used for regulating the trace routing (e.g., the minimum trace spacing). Finally, supporting the
exploration of the layout of electronic components in the 3D object while ensuring a robust electronic assembly.
Since the 3D modeling and circuit assembly workfows are combined, interviewees strongly suggested that the
user can place electronic components freely and create the desired electrical layout through trial-and-errors with
the design tool. While installing electronic parts on curved surfaces is often difcult, interviewees also questioned
1 Autodesk
2 Allegro

Eagle: https://www.autodesk.com/products/eagle/
PCB editor: https://www.cadence.com/en_US/home/tools/pcb-design-and-analysis/pcb-layout/allegro-pcb-designer.html
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how the 3D models created with such a tool could guarantee the successful assembly of electronic components
after the device is 3D printed.

4

ModElec DESIGN TOOL OVERVIEW

Informed by the formative interview and the PCB design process, we developed ModElec—an interactive design
tool that enables designers to create a 3D circuit layout, including interconnected electronic parts and 3D-printable
conductive traces, in a custom 3D object via an extension to Rhino3D3 . The ModElec design tool is built in C#
using RhinoCommon API 4 and Grasshopper Human UI 5 and it is open source6 . The tool aims to provide the
following design aids for integrating an electrical design into a 3D model:
• Accurate 3D representations of electronic parts are provided for electronic arrangement in the 3D design.
• Edits on 3D model and the embedded circuit layout (i.e., the placement and orientation of electronic parts)
are allowed at any point of digital design process.
• 3D-printable conductive routes are auto-generated and allow the user to manually edit routes. Other
3D-printable parts such as capacitive touchpads and resistors can be created with the tool.
• Unique sockets are automatically generated for the ease of the post-print assembly of electronic components.

4.1

Circuit Preparation and 3D Representations of Electronic Parts

To support the integration of circuits with 3D models, we developed ModElec design tool to recognize circuit
schematics, which are diagrammatic abstractions of circuits. These circuit schematics created with three kinds of
third-party EDA software—Fritzing 7 , Autodesk Eagle, and Cadence—can be recognized by our design tool. When
the circuit is loaded in the tool, three fles are needed: a Circuit Schematic fle that contains all the electronic parts
and traces, a Netlist fle that contains all logic connections within the circuit, and an Image flet that is used for
displaying the circuit in the tool.
Since 3D representations of electronic parts are needed for the electronic arrangement, we use a library that
contains 255 in total 3D representations of electronic parts downloaded from SparkFun8 . These 3D models can
already auto-match many parts provided by online platforms such as Adafruit 9 and SparkFun. In addition, to
support a wider variety of electronic parts, we also developed a standalone “Electronic 3D Package Creator” tool
for associating a custom 3D model with a specifc electronic part (Figure 2). Like creating custom footprints
for electronic components on a PCB, the user can create a 3D model for a specifc electronic part using the
dimensions defned in the part’s datasheet and annotate the pin positions with points in Rhino following the
part’s PCB footprint. For each pin, the user types in the pin number and name, which can be found in the part’s
PCB footprint, and then selects the point that corresponds to the pin on the part’s footprint. For example, Figure 2
shows that the user marks the GND pin on a Trinket board 3D model with the tool. Finally, the tool saves the 3D
model of the electronic part as a STL fle and exports all the pin information such as pin positions into an XML
fle, which are both recognizable by the ModElec design tool.

3 Rhinoceros:

https://www.rhino3d.com/
API: https://developer.rhino3d.com/api/
5 Human UI: https://www.food4rhino.com/app/human-ui
6 The GitHub repository of ModElec: https://github.com/EdigaHe/modelec
7 Fritzing: https://fritzing.org/
8 SparkFun: https://www.sparkfun.com/
9 Adafruit: https://www.adafruit.com/
4 RhinoCommon
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Fig. 2. The user can customize a 3D representation of an electronic part and record all the pin information.

4.2

ModElec Workflow and User Interface

The ModElec design tool is composed of fve parts: circuit display, electronic part control, printer profle confguration, 3D printable part control, and trace control (Figure 3). With the tool, the user creates a 3D model in the
traditional Rhino editing environment, adjusts the placement and orientation of a selected electronic part from
the imported circuit, adds 3D printable parts such as capacitive touch area if needed, previews the auto-generated
traces in a 3D layout or manually adds routes, and iterates the 3D circuit layout and the model design for printing.
Below, we describe each part of the user interface and implementation details of ModElec workfow.

Fig. 3. ModElec user interface includes (a) a circuit display, (b) an electronic part control panel, (c) a printer profile configuration
panel, (d) a 3D printable part control panel, and (e) a trace control panel. All the imported 3D representations of electronic
parts, auto-generated conductive traces, and the converted plastic body are displayed in (f) the Rhino 3D model editing
environment.

4.2.1 Electronic Part Control. Upon the ModElec design tool reads in the circuit schematic, the user needs to
select a target 3D body to host the circuit, followed by an auto-arrangement of all electronic parts. Electronic
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parts are added to the selected body based on their logic connections defned in the Netlist fle. For example, if
a LED’s anode is connected to the positive of the battery and its cathode is connected to a resistor, the LED is
placed geometrically between the battery and the resistor in the 3D body. The circuit schematic appears in the
circuit display panel and the total amount of parts and traces are also shown (Figure 3a). Then, the user can start
adjusting the placement and orientation of the added electronic parts (Figure 4).

Fig. 4. The electronic part control panel in the ModElec design tool.

(a) Select an electronic part and update the 3D representation of the part. The user can select a target electronic
part from a dropdown list and the selected part is highlighted in both the Rhino 3D scene and the circuit schematic
(see the blue spotlight circle in Figure 3a). If the part does not have a corresponding 3D representation or the
user has an alternative 3D model for the part, the user clicks on the Load Custom Part button to use a custom 3D
representation for that part. For example, the coin battery is customized by the user in Figure 3.
(b) Move, quickly relocate, and nudge the electronic part. Besides freely dragging the part in the Rhino 3D scene,
the tool also ofers two other part moving options: Quick-Positioning and Part-Nudging. For Quick-Positioning,
the user selects a position to insert the part from candidate points shown on the model surface by clicking on
the Quick-Positioning button (Figure 4). When the user hovers the cursor over those points, the closest point
to the cursor turns into a blue sphere with a red line indicating the position and the normal direction of that
position on the surface (Figure 5a). With such visual assistance, the user can distinguish overlapping points that
locate on two opposite surfaces but are both approachable and clickable by the mouse in Rhino. After a desired
position is selected, the electronic part moves immediately to that place and all the candidate points disappear.
For Part-Nudging, the user can fnely move the part to the nearby positions in four directions by clicking on the
four directional buttons (Figure 4). Since all the external electronic parts will be manually assembled after the
body and traces are printed, the part snaps to the body’s exterior surface automatically after each part moving
and faces in the normal direction for the ease of post-print assembly. Moreover, the tool also inspects if electronic
parts overlap with each other and reports an error if intersections exist.
(c) Flip, rotate, and protrude the electronic part in place. The user can also execute a series of operations on
individual electronic part, including in-place part fip, part rotation, and part protrusion. If the electronic part’s
pins are outside of the 3D body, the user can fip the part by checking the Flip checkbox (Figure 5b). Electronic
parts are constrained to rotate only around the normal axis at the part position on the surface for the easy part
assembly (Figure 5c). When the electronic part is added to the 3D body, the part fully submerges under the surface
by default but can be exposed by the user (Figure 5d). The part updates in real time in response to all these user
operations.
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(d) Other electronic part controls. Finally, the user can hide/show each electronic part and opt to use a 3D
printable version for a specifc part (Figure 4). For example, the tool currently can replace pin headers with
3D printable pads on the surface. It is open to more electronic components that are interchangeable with 3Dprintable parts such as resistors and capacitors. The user can modify the 3D model in Rhino at any point and the
embedded electronic parts reacts to model transformations (i.e., translation, rotation, and scale) and morphing by
auto-adapting to the updated body. If the 3D model scales and the electronic parts no longer can fnd sufcient
room in the new model, the electronic parts are suspended outside the body and indicate the user to resize the
shape.

Fig. 5. The tool supports (a) quick part positioning, (b) part flip, (c) in-place part rotation, and (d) part protrusion.

4.2.2 Printer Profile for Conductive 3D Printing. Similar to the design rules that regulate the tracing in PCB
design and manufacturing, design criteria for conductive 3D printing are critical in the design and fabrication of
3D-printable routes and electronic parts. For example, the resistivity of the conductive region and the minimum
spacing between two conductive traces are important for routing in a 3D design. To support distinct design rules
for diferent compatible 3D printers, the ModElec tool reads in and parses printing specifcations that are defned
in a JSON formatted fle—printer profle—before 3D-printable electronic parts and routes are generated (Figure 3c).
4.2.3 3D Printable Electronic Part Control. To broaden the spectrum of 3D printable electronics enabled by
conductive 3D printing, the tool provides three diferent electronic components for custom circuit design:
connection nodes, capacitive touch areas, and resistors (Figure 6).

Fig. 6. The user can control (b) a connection node, (c) a capacitive touch area, and (d) a resistor through the (a) 3D printable
part control panel in the user interface of the ModElec design tool.

(a) Connection nodes.Spheres can be generated inside or on the surface of the 3D body as junction nodes such
as those for connecting multiple traces and electronic parts in the circuit schematics (Figure 6b). For example,
the user can use these nodes as intermediate “detour” nodes for trace re-routing under the circumstance that no
direct route can be established between two pins. The added node moves along the X/Y/Z axis and resizes as the
user controls through the user interface (Figure 6a).
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(b) Capacitive touch areas. A conductive region can be added and exposed on the surface as interactive touchpads
using capacitive sensing [34] (Figure 6c). Upon selected from the dropdown list, all the available locations are
shown as points and the user needs to select one point like that for Quick-Positioning to place the touchpad.
The touchpad moves only on the object’s surface when the user clicks on the directional buttons and resizes in
respond to the slider changes.
(c) Resistors. Like the connection nodes and capacitive touch areas, a printable resistor can be added to the 3D
body and moves around inside the body (Figure 6d). However, the slider is used for controlling the resistor’s
resistance. Currently, the tool provided an estimated resistance for the added 3D-printable resistor by controlling
the slider.
4.2.4 Trace Control. Finally, the tool allows the designer to preview the logic connections between electronic
parts, execute auto-route based on the circuit schematic, and manually add traces (Figure 7).

Fig. 7. The trace control panel in the design tool.

(a) Logic connection preview. Before the actual traces are deployed, the tool shows all the part connections by
displaying red straight curves that connect part pins in the 3D space (Figure 8a). Like the logic connections in the
traditional PCB design, these curves indicate the logic connections between pins rather than the real routing.
The user can use these curve indicators to inspect if the routes have potential crossings before the actual traces
are generated. If all the circuit traces are generated successfully, the red connection curves disappear. A residual
curve indicates that the tool fails to generate a 3D trace between the two pins.
(b) Sockets for hosting the electronic parts. To host the external electronic parts on the surface, the tool creates
sockets for the electronic parts as the traces are generated (Figure 8b). These sockets are inversed truncated
pyramids that are perpendicular to the body surface. If the socket is large and shallow, two snap-ft guides are
also automatically generated on the longer sides. The electrical part can slide into the socket and stay frmly
with the protection of the two snap-fts. Figure 8b shows examples with (small LED) and without (large speaker)
snap-ft designs. The tool generates part sockets in two ways for electronic parts placed on curved surfaces. For
those part pins that are below the body surface, the body simply opens a socket for hosting the part. When the
part pins are outside the body, the body protrudes the surface at the part position and creates a base for the part
pins to stand (Figure 8b). If the electronic part is switched to 3D printable part by the user (see 4.2.1), no part
socket will be created (Figure 8c).
(c) Auto-route. The goal of auto-routing is to establish the shortest 3D connections between intact positions of
electronic components for minimal resistance rather than reducing fabrication time, which is largely dependent
on the shape of the model and how the model is printed. The tool takes the following steps for auto-routing. First,
the tool recognizes all the connection pairs and fnds the center position if multiple pins are logically connected.
Each pair of the center position and the connected part pin position constructs a new connection pair. For all
these new connection pairs, the tool then examines if a straight solid pipe can be created within the object body
and without intersecting with other pipes where the pipe diameter is defned by the printer profle. For those
point pairs that cannot establish straight connections, the tool sorts the point pairs based on an ascending order
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Fig. 8. The tool provides (a) logic connection preview for the user and converts the body by creating (b) part sockets and
auto-generated traces. The user can also (c) manually add traces to the body.

of the distance between the two points and then generates a 3D path between each two-point pair in this group
using A* path search algorithm [33]. As a result, the two points that have shorter Euclidean distance have higher
priority to generate the trace. To avoid the overlapping with already-generated pipes and ensure the minimum
route spacing defned in the printer profle, the algorithm is revised to exclude those positions that are within or
too close (less than the defned minimum trace spacing) to the generated pipes for the shortest path searching.
After computation, the tool uses the series of points output by the algorithm to construct a polyline and then
sweeps a circle along this polyline using Rhino Sweep function to create a solid route (Figure 8b). If no route can
be generated with a two-point pair, the user needs to manually create the trace, which will be discussed below.
Finally, the tool optimizes the route terminals by creating straight extrusions that are perpendicular to the part
pin pads in the socket. Since the fnishing of the conductive regions exposed to the air can easily get over-fused
with the printer (see 5), the tool extends the route terminals outside the 3D body and creates excessive regions to
protect the top from over-fused. As a result, the generated route terminals can easily touch each other in the
socket (Figure 9a), which makes it even more difcult to clean if the socket is extremely small such as that for
a 0603 surface-mount device (SMD) packaged resistor. To avoid such issue, the tool frst creates a cylindrical
extrusion in the inversed normal direction at the pin position. Then, the tool fnds an appropriate position that
has a minimal distance to both the cylindrical extrusion and the generated route (Figure 9b). Lastly, a pipe is
generated through the found position to connect the route and the extrusion. The original route terminal portion
are removed (Figure 9c).

Fig. 9. Routes have straight terminals that are perpendicular to the part pin pads in the socket to avoid trace interference.

(d) Manual-route. Beside the auto-generated routes, the user can manually add routes to connect diferent
components. After the user clicks on the Manual Route button, the tool prompts to ask the user to specify the
position of the start point for the route. For the point position, the tool accepts three types of objects: a part
pin, a 3D printable part, and an already generated trace. Only those positions in the selected type of object are
highlighted when the user moves around the cursor in the Rhino 3D scene. Upon the confrmation of the start
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point position, the user needs to specify the end point for the trace in the same manner. A trace is generated
using the same algorithm as auto-route (Figure 8c).
(e) Other route operations. The user can select a generated route in the interface (Figure 7) and the selected
route is highlighted in the Rhino 3D scene. In addition, all the generated routes can be hidden, displayed, or
deleted by the user.
4.2.5 Example Walk-through. Here we showcase the entire workfow of using ModElec to embed a LED circuit
into a 3D rat model (Figure 1): the user (i) creates a custom rat model in Rhino 3D; (ii) imports a LED circuit created
with Fritzing; (iii) arranges each electronic part in the 3D rat model (the two LEDs are placed as the rat eyes); (iv)
adds 3D-printed touchpads to the rat’s back for a potential circuit switch; (v) previews the auto-generated routes
and manually adds routes for the touchpad-based switch; (vi) modifes the circuit layout or even the model until
feels satisfed with the overall 3D design; and fnally (vii) sends the saved plastic 3D model, conductive routes,
and 3D-printable touchpads to print. The user only needs to attach the electronic components to the printed
body and the rat lights up the two eyes when the switch is closed manually.

5

FABRICATION AND PART ASSEMBLY

The converted 3D body, added 3D printable parts, and generated routes are exported from the tool in separate
STL fles for 3D printing. We use a Multi Jet Fusion technologyTM (MJF) based 3D printing testbed at HP Labs
with multi-agents/materials capability to print both conductive internal routes and non-conductive body sections
of parts [46]. The testbed printer deposits plastic powder layers followed by selectively fusing areas of interests
by jetting a proprietary special fusing agent (Figure 10a). The special fusing agent contains materials that absorb
the energy radiated from the fusing and overhead warming lamps on the testbed printer. As a result, the part
geometry is formed by controlling whether the powder is fused or not. For an object created with ModElec, the
non-conductive regions were created with the special fusing agent only, and the electrically conductive traces
were created with and a conductive agent (CA)—a metal nanoparticle dispersion that has been formulated to
work with HP thermal inkjet pens. With our current CA and process control in our testbed printer, the scan axis
conductive traces and the build axis conductive traces can achieve resistivities of approximately 0.000001Ω�.

Fig. 10. The created object is printed on a PBF-based testbed printer that follows (a) print processes including dispensing a
powder layer, jeting conductive and fusing agent, and fusing the finish. (b) Electronic parts are assembled in the generated
sockets.

To assemble the electronic part, we frst prepare the conductive terminals on the printed part to insure uniform
contact resistance for all contact points. For sockets without the snap-ft designs, we place the electronic part in
the socket, align the pins with the exposed pads, and then add sliver conductive adhesive (NAMICS© UNIMEC
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H9626D) to strengthen the contact between the pin and the pad. For the other sockets that have snap-ft guides,
we frst apply solder on the part pin pads and then slide the electronic part into the socket, where the cooled
solder raises the part body against the snap-ft guides and thus locks the part frmly in the socket (Figure 10b).

6

APPLICATIONS

To demonstrate the potential of our approach, we built four interactive prototypes with the ModElec design tool,
including a set of 3D printable input devices, a personalized game controller, a tangible storytelling character, and
a reconfgurable handheld device. These applications showcase the integration of a mix of electronic components
and plug-and-play module such as microcontroller boards with 3D-printed objects. All the devices were printed
on the testbed printer with a limited printing bed size (i.e., 3×10×10cm).

6.1

3D Printable Flippers and Launcher for a Pinball Game

The frst application is a set of input controls that includes a pair of fippers and a spring launcher for a Pinball
game. In this application, we created two fexure-based fippers that are bendable under fnger pressing and a
spring-based ball launcher. These deformable controls solely have 3D printable routes and touch areas embedded.
For the fippers, two conductive touch points are added to the fipper head and the base individually. One
conductive connector in the front is connected to the touch point in the base and two other conductive connectors
are attached to the rear of the fipper (Figure 11a). By wiring the front connector and one of the rear connectors
with an external Arduino board and an auxiliary circuit (the external circuitry was not integrated in the 3D-printed
form due to the limited print bed size), the two fippers work as tactile push buttons (Figure 11b). When the
player presses the fipper head, the fipper bends and the two conductive points touch each other, which closes
the circuit. For the ball launcher, the exposed area is used as a large touchpad, which converts touch capacitance
into the applied force to launch the ball in the game. The detected capacitance increases as the fnger keeps
touching and pressing the pad on the spring. The Pinball game was built using Processing and communicates
with the Arduino board via Serial.

Fig. 11. 3D printable circuits are embedded in (a) two flippers and a spring launcher for controlling (c) a Pinball game.

6.2

Personalized Controller for a Car Racing Game

To demonstrate the ability to use ModElec to design custom I/O device, we created a car-like game controller for
a Processing car racing game. The controller consists of two parts: a car body that hosts a 6 degree-of-freedom
(DOF) module and an Adafruit Itsy Bitsy board (Figure 12a), and a car top that has one LED and two touch
pads embedded. The embedded circuit is closed when the top is stacked on the body (Figure 12b). The inertial
module can be hidden in the car top (ideally the car is printed in one shot with a bigger printing bed). To play the
game, the player holds the controller and leans toward right or left to control the car direction and control the
accelerator and the brake by touching the right and left touch pads individually (Figure 12c). The LED on the
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top blinks to indicate not too much time left for the lap. With ModElec, the user can customize their own game
controller by integrating complex of-the-shelf sensor modules.

Fig. 12. A car-like game controller has (b) a car top stacked on (a) a car body to control (c) a digital car racing game.

6.3

Turtle with Complex Texture for Storytelling

As the circuit traces can be hidden in the 3D body, we created a spikey shell that is safe to touch on a 3D-printed
turtle prop for interactive storytelling. The turtle body hosts an Adafruit Trinket M0 controller board, a buzzer,
and a vibration motor (Figure 13a). Two capacitive touch pads were added on the shell to detect fnger touch
on the turtle’s back, which activates the turtle to tremble and make intermittent sounds to express disturbed
emotion (Figure 13b). Another touch pad is placed on the top of the turtle head for the child to record/replay a
story narrative (Figure 13c). By long pressing the pad, the storyteller starts speaking and the story narrative is
recorded on the tethered computer. The story narrative stops recording when the child releases the touch. When
the pad is tapped, the computer replays the recorded story.

Fig. 13. A turtle with spiky shell texture has (a) a buzzer, a vibration motor, and (b) two touchpads for (c) interactive
storytelling.

6.4

Reconfigurable Handheld Flashlight and Fan

Finally, we created a reconfgurable handheld device that can be used as a fashlight and a fan with diferent
heads attached to the same body (Figure 14). To achieve this modular design, we frst decomposed a complete
circuit into three parts: a controlling body that consists of an Adafruit Trinket board and two touchpads, a light
head with an embedded LED, and a fan head with a motor and a driver circuit. These two heads share the same
controlling circuit embedded in the body but uses diferent connectors, which are 3D-printed and exposed at the
junction place (Figure 14c). When the light head is snapped into the connector, the user can adjust the brightness
of the light by touching the two 3D-printed touchpads. When the fan head is attached, the user change the
spinning speed of the propellers.
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Fig. 14. A handheld device can be reconfigured as (a) a fan or (b) a flashlight using (c) a connector to match diferent heads.

7

PRELIMINARY STUDY

To examine if designers understand how to prepare 3D circuit in custom 3D objects with ModElec for conductive
3D printing and the usability of the tool, we conducted an informal qualitative study.

7.1

Participants

We recruited eight participants (aged 19-33, female=3). Five participants had design background and three had
Electrical Computing and Engineering background. All participants had experience using CAD tools and 3D
modeling with Rhino. Although seven participants had experience in building physical computing systems and
circuit design, three of them identifed themselves as beginners in electronics. The other one participant did not
prototype circuits but understands circuit schematics.

7.2

Apparatus, Tasks and Procedure

We investigated how participants used ModElec to arrange electronic parts and create custom circuit layout in 3D
design, rather than building circuitries in third-party EAD tools. Therefore, some basic circuits were provided
unless participants needed to edit the circuit. In the study, participants designed 3D models with integrated
circuits via Zoom’s remote desktop to interact with ModElec running on the experimenter’s computer. Due to the
COVID-19, the 3D printer is limited for access thus we asked the participant to validate their designs in Rhino
with the help of the experimenter.
7.2.1 Design Tasks. To start, each participant was introduced the concept of conductive 3D printing and how to
use ModElec to arrange electronics and routes in a 3D model through the LED circuit-based rat example. Then,
the participant was asked to complete two design tasks. In the frst task, the participant added the LED circuit
into the snake model and created an open switch by adding capacitive touch areas on both the snake’s tail and
lower jaw. The goal of this task was to examine if the participant understood the ModElec design tool. In the
second task, the participant was open to create a custom model of their own choice and added either the LED
circuit (with the option to add more LEDs) or a motion control-based game controller as a Christmas gift. The
goal of this open design task was to investigate if the participant could create both the 3D mechanical design
and circuit layout for an interactive prototype with ModElec. The two design tasks were videotaped with the
participant’s consent and the participant had a 10-minute break between the two tasks.
7.2.2 Metrics & Measurements. After both tasks were completed, the participant flled out a questionnaire to
answer how difcult to understand the user interface and use the tool, whether the resulting circuit design was
expected, and whether the tool was useful for integrating electronics and traces with 3D objects. We evaluated the
tool usability using System Usability Scale (SUS) [3]. At the end of the study, we also conducted a brief interview
soliciting the participant’s feedback on the overall user experience and suggestions for tool improvements.
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7.3

Results

Overall, all participants were able to complete both two design tasks without assistance and mostly thought
ModElec as a convenient and useful tool for arranging electronic parts during the 3D modeling process. By
interpreting the scores of the rated items by SUS, we got average 74.06 (SD=4.50) for the rating, which shows that
our tool has acceptable usability [3], but improvements can be made. Figure 15 shows all the creations during
the study and the time distribution on 3D modeling, electronic arrangement, and routing in the two tasks. Two
participants chose to create a controller and the other participants stayed with the simple LED circuit. Overall,
participants spent average 501.6s (SD=80.1s) for task 1 and 1293.1s (SD=373.2s) for task 2. At least six participants
iterated their electronic arrangement and routing more than once in both task 1 and 2.

Fig. 15. All the creations in the study and observed time distributions on diferent operations in task 1 and 2.

7.4

Findings

We summarize the fndings that we observed in the study.
7.4.1 Electronic Part Control. The currently provided set of part control operations in the design tool are sufcient
for electronic part arrangement in a 3D form and the workfow mimics the physical prototyping course in the real
world. All the participants enjoyed the straightforwardness of the electronic part control panel and agreed that
the part selection, moving, rotation, fip, and protrusion are easy to understand and use. The only confusion about
the in-place part rotation occurred since the participants had a hard time associating the part rotation with the
post-print part assembly when they arranged each electronic part. This indicates that assembly-aware controls
built in such a design tool may help the user create a valid application. Amongst the part control operations, the
Quick-Positioning feature was praised and one of the most used functions in the study. Participants thought the
Quick-Positioning as natural as the physical operation in the real world: “[Quick-Positioning] is awesome and this
feels like I am putting the LED directly in the body although this is virtual. I don’t need to drag around the part to
fnd a perfect position” (P4). While coarse positioning support like the Quick-Positioning is useful, fne tuning
on the part such as the Part-Nudging and part protrusion were also considered helpful for the aesthetics of the
3D design: “I want to align these two LEDs on the Santa Claus’s mustache” (P5). “I want this [LED] to be at the eye
position and come out like a real eyeball” (P2).
7.4.2 Circuit Trace Control. Knowing that the circuit routes are 3D-printable and no need to manually wire
electronic components in the 3D object, participants felt very positive about the auto-routing as part of the design
process: “I don’t need to connect [parts] myself. . . I will never need to worry about the wires” (P3) “This is super
convenient. . . I can imagine when the circuit is getting more complex [auto-routing] will save me a lot of work” (P5).
However, an intelligent mechanism that automatically adjusts the placement and orientation of electronics for
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successful routing was wanted. Although the tool provides the Connection Preview for the user to inspect the
places that may cause problematic routing, there is a learning cost for the user to manually fx all the issues.
Finally, participants had difculties understanding how manual traces would afect the circuit: “. . . I see you need
to remove that trace frst and connect [the two touch areas] with the LED and the battery. . . Can I manually wire
these components?” (P1). The tool may eliminate such confusion by predicting the afected traces when the user
edits the routes and providing visual assistance for managing both auto-generated and manually added routes.
7.4.3 Iterative Design in the New Integrated Workflow. We observed that designers were still used to following a
“3D-modeling-and-then-circuit-modeling” method with the tool. In the second task, participants spent a lot of
time creating and polishing the custom 3D models in the frst place and then transited to electronic deployment.
Participants rarely modifed the model after the model was created. This is echoed in the post-study interview by
participants: “I spent a lot of time thinking about what I should make and before I got something that I felt happy
about I wouldn’t start adding the electronics” (P6) “I am not sure if I will make [the circuit] worse if I make any
changes [to the model]” (P1). However, all the participants liked to modify the electrical layout several times
throughout the design process due to the low cost of changing the routing: “It’s really interesting to see how
those traces change. . . can’t imagine this is happening automatically” (P4). These emerging patterns provide good
lessons learned for adding more helpful features to CAD tools that support such an integrated 3D modeling and
circuit design workfow. For example, a history track of 3D mode edits and circuit changes can potentially make
the designer feel more comfortable about switching between these two traditionally isolated workfows.

8

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

While ModElec is validated as easy to use, we enumerate limitations and the next steps for this work.

8.1

Constraints, Optimizations, and Trade-ofs for Routing

A main beneft of ModElec is to automatically generate traces for the inserted electronics. However, route
generation may fail due to three geometric constraints. First, it is hard to generate routes in an extreme 3D
shape that does not have sufcient room (e.g., a porous object or a slender body). Second, the route generation
will be problematic when two interconnected electronic parts are placed too close to each other or on the same
surface. Finally, routing may fail when the host 3D form is an enclosure rather than a solid object. The design
tool can potentially recognize those geometries that cannot aford insufcient room for routing and detect where
electronic parts are too close in plane. As suggested in the study, electronic parts can self-adjust its placement and
orientation for a more approachable circuit layout. We will implement these mechanisms as part of the future
work to address the frst two problems. For adding traces to thin-shell based enclosures, we plan to improve the
tool by enabling trace routing on poly-surfaces where connecting electronic parts are attached to the interior
surface of an enclosure or exposed on the exterior surface for aesthetics [40].
Another area to improve is to optimize the auto-routing algorithm by minimizing the overall impedance of
wiring for a functional circuit design. Currently, the tool only considers the shortest path for individual two-pin
pairs and prioritizes those pins that are geometrically closer to each other. However, the wiring length between
two target parts that are not directly connected may not always be the shortest, which leads to more energy loss
and is critical in power-sensitive circuits such as an antenna. For the next step, we will implement intelligent
algorithms to guarantee the working current and power for each electronic part in the circuit. For example,
similar to [39], the resistance of conductive traces can be automatically tuned as the circuit topology changes in
the 3D model. Additionally, electronic part positions can also self-adjust towards an optimal topology to balance
the current distribution.
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8.2

Compatibility with Electronic Part Assembly and Circuit Modifications

Another limitation of our approach is that all the external electronic components can only be attached to the
surface of the 3D-printed object. This can be addressed by using a pick-and-place manufacturing method that
selectively picks electronic parts and places them in the 3D body during the layer-wised printing process. To
achieve the printable design that can be used in such a pick-and-place approach, we will improve the design tool
by allowing the designer to select and freely place non-interactive electronics such as resistors and diodes within
the 3D body. Those interactive modules such as sensors, actuators, displays are still installed on the surface.
It is easy to position SMD parts on the pads since these parts have fat pin base and larger pad contact.
Compared with SMD components, through-hole devices are error-prone for installation due to the insecure
contact between the device pin and the 3D-printed conductive pad. From a comparison study on two LED
circuit-based designs (the snake and the rat model in Figure 16), we fnd that through-hole components need
more strength to penetrate the pin into the conductive pad. Drilling a hole in the pad before inserting the part
pin can greatly increase the contact but is very likely to seal more air between the pin and the conductive pad,
which reduces the conduction. Therefore, SMD components are more recommended for ModElec. Commodity
electronic modules without soldered pins such as sensor breakouts are compatible to use since the vias on the
module board can serve as SMD pads, plus reinforced by the snap-ft guides.

Fig. 16. Two LED circuit-based applications with through-hole devices: (a) a snake and (b) a rat.

While the design tool allows the user to quickly deploy a 3D circuit design in a 3D model, debugging the
embedded circuit and fxing circuit errors are not supported in the current prototype. We envision that designer
can quickly fx circuit errors such as circuit breaks or short circuits by re-arranging electronic parts and wiring
and re-printing the updated model, since both the 3D model and circuit design pipelines are incorporated and
thus accelerated with ModElec. Another alternative solution to this problem is to use on-the-fy editing and
printing techniques like those in [25] that allow the user to modify the circuit design while the model is being
printed on the 3D printer. We will investigate these strategies to support circuit editing and debugging in the
integrated workfow with ModElec.

8.3

Support for 3D-Printable Electronics and Various Printing Processes

3D-printed electronics ofers new capabilities to enable novel interactive applications for 3D printing and gives
rise to new development of design tools to support the making with 3D-printable electronics. While ModElec
introduces 3D printable parts as an add-on to the circuit design in 3D objects, the support for the design and
control of 3D printable electronics is still limited. To investigate how to incorporate a wider library of 3Dprintable electronics in the design tool, we will explore more 3D-printable passives and sensors, such as inductors,
capacitors, LC-tank, or even antennas, and exploit the tunable parameter space of those 3D-printable electronics.
ModElec aims to enable the integration of circuitries into 3D models that can be printable with all kinds of
conductive 3D printing processes, including the testbed printer used in our work and other mature conductivity
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fabrication machines and methods such as Fuji’s FPM-Trinity system10 and laser direct structuring (LDS)-based
manufacturing11 . Ideally, all the machine/printing process-related specifcations are manually defned by the
designer or engineer in a JSON-format print profle fle and ModElec design tool operates accordingly by parsing
the information logged in the print profle. Like exiting common 3D printing process, the created model (usually
a mesh) needs to be carefully and purposely converted into gcode lines using a slicer software and then printed
on a designated 3D printer. For a successful print with ModElec, it is essential to understand the desired printing
process and prepare the print profle.

9

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present ModElec, an interactive design tool that examines how circuits and 3D models can be
coordinated to support new fabrication paradigms where conductive 3D printing is used for physical prototyping.
With ModElec, designers can arrange electronic parts in a custom 3D design, preview auto-generated traces
and edit manual traces, and iterate model design and circuit layout for interactive applications. We detail the
workfow and user interface of the tool, show the potential of our approach with a set of example applications
created with the tool, and validate that the tool is easy to use through a preliminary study.
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